Second high for the first-year men was Gary Gustafson who copped first spot in the 440 in :53.1 and second in the 220. Dan McConnell, Ray Landis, and Herb Wegener followed with 7, 7, and 6 points respectively. McConnell took the broad jump with a 20' 9 1/4" effort, while Wegener won the two-mile race in 11:15.5 only half hour after taking third in the 880-yard run.

The next freshman meet is scheduled for tomorrow afternoon against Governor Dummer while both varsity and frosh will compete against Tufts, Saturday.

Two undergraduates posted respectable finishes in the Boston Marathon, Saturday. Murray Kohlmans '58, a swimming star during the winter, finished 78th. Phil Cohenen '60 was right behind in the 79th position.

Also outstanding for the Cindermen was Dick Murdock '58, who led his team in the 440-yard dash with a :50.5 performance. MIT's only other victor was Ed Bell '58 in the 220-yard hurdles in :25.3.

Davis Paces Frosh

Although the margin was not as great, the pattern was much the same in the frosh contest as Brown led all the way. Joe Davis paced the yearlings with ten tallies gained by seconds in both hurdles events and tie for first in the high jump at 5' 10".

A fine wool sweater owes much of its lovely look to a special oil developed by Esso Research. By lubricating the threads during knitting, it helps them mesh together smoothly and evenly. After knitting, the oil is easily removed. Without oils like this, the springy texture and intricate designs of today's fashionable woollens wouldn't be possible. Again ESSEX RESEARCH works wonders with oil.

SUPER-WINSTON PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS

Sir Gollyhad and the Real Gone Dragon

From the novel, "NO SQUARES AT THE ROUND TABLE"

WHO WILL FREE OUR COUNTRY FROM THE TERRIBLE DRAGON?

I SURE, SIR. NEVER VOLUNTEER FOR THE DRAGON!

COME BACK ALIVE AND YOU'LL GET A PURPLE HEART!

WINSTON TASTES GOOD!

LIKE A CIGARETTE SHOULD!

EXCLUSIVE FILTER! DELIGHTFUL FLAVOR!

GADZOOKS, M' LORD - A CRUSH-PROOF BOX, TOO!

ESSO RESEARCH works wonders with oil